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Lindab’s steel based Rainline rainwater drainage system was recently specified for an award 

winning social housing project designed by Liverpool based architects, Denovo Design. 

The Cherry Mill development in Liverpool won the ‘Best Green Home’ award at the recently 

held ‘Your Move Awards’ and a Silver Green Apple Award for Environmental Best Practice.  

 

The new build scheme, comprising of 10 apartments and a statement ‘curved’ communal 

lounge area, with additional office and amenity facilities was built to a high specification and 

incorporates a wide variety of energy saving and water saving features and additional 

environmental products, including an impressive green roof. 

 



Having already previously specified Lindab’s Rainline for several sustainable housing 

developments primarily due to Rainline’s environmental qualities – it has the lowest carbon 

footprint compared to many other systems, Denovo Design considered Rainline the obvious 

choice for this project. 

 

Other factors that influenced Denovo’s decision to use Rainline instead of a UPVC system 

for example were ‘its minimal movement, its strength, durability and low maintenance’. 

Rainline totally outperforms plastic in every respect – offering UV stability; it will not crack, 

fade or leak and is highly resistant to corrosion. 

 

Comparable in price to a mid-range plastic system, Rainline is also less expensive than 

aluminium and cast iron drainage. 

 

Quick and easy to install, Rainline is precision engineered by Lindab to simply click together 

for a perfect watertight fit. On site labour time and costs are kept to a minimum. 

 

Available in 10 stylish high build polyester colours, the finish of which is guaranteed for 15 

years including the increasingly popular Silver Metallic, Rainline is also available in a natural 

copper finish and Aluzinc. 

 

Rainline at the end of its natural life can itself be totally recycled further underpinning its 

environmental and whole life costing credentials. 
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